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Content: respiration, photosynthesis, 
biotechnology, minerals
Big questions: What is respiration? Why 
do we need aerobic & anaerobic 
respiration? How do plants make food?

Content: global warming, climate change, 
carbon cycle, metals & recycling
Big questions: What causes climate 
change? How do we get the resources we 
need? How can we conserve resources?

Content: work, energy & machines, 
temperature, energy transfers
Big questions: what are energy 
transfers and where do they happen? 

Content: atoms in reactions, conservation of 
mass, endothermic & exothermic reactions
Big questions: What happens to the atoms in 
reactions? Does mass change in reactions? Do 
reactions transfer energy?

Content: Evolution, extinction, genes, 
DNA & inheritance, genetic modification
Big questions: What is natural selection? 
How do you inherit characteristics from 
your parents?

Content: gas exchange, drugs, alcohol, 
smoking, diet, digestion
Big questions: How does your body 
exchange gases with the environment? How 
do different drugs affect the body? What 
happens to the food that you eat?

Useful websites
➔ BBC KS3 Bitesize
➔ Oak Academy 

KS3 science
➔ Educake

Assessment & tests
➔ End of unit tests
➔ Exam practice for 

each unit
➔ Extended writing 

opportunities

Independent learning
Tasks may include:
➔ Consolidation work
➔ Educake quizzes
➔ 6 mark exam 

questions
➔ Research tasks
➔ Interleaved tasks
➔ Revision for 

assessments
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Applications
What are humans doing to 
the planet and how can we 
change this?
What happens in our bodies 
when we breathe and digest 
food?
What happens during a 
chemical reaction? Why do 
different elements behave in 
certain ways?
How can being more efficient 
reduce energy bills?
What are genes? Can GM 
food help to increase food 
security and reduce food 
poverty?

Content: sound waves & properties, 
ears & hearing, light, vision, colour
Big questions: how fast are sound & 
light? How do spectacles work? 
What is colour?

Content: friction, forces and extension, 
turning forces, pressure, stress
Big questions: Why are some surfaces 
slippy? What’s the point of weighing 
yourself before a bungee jump?

Content: magnets, magnetic fields, 
electromagnets, using magnets
Big questions: how are magnets used every 
day? Why does a compass point North?

Content: atoms, elements, compounds, 
formulae, periodic table, Group 1/7/0
Big questions: What are atoms & elements? 
What is the periodic table and how is it used?

What is your learning journey for Year 8 Science?


